Acute toxicity screening of novel AChE inhibitors using neuronal networks on microelectrode arrays.
Spontaneously active neuronal networks grown from embryonic murine frontal cortex on substrate integrated electrode arrays with 64 recording sites were used to assess acute neurobiological and toxic effects of a series of seven symmetrical, bifunctional alkylene-linked bis-thiocarbonate compounds designed to possess anticholinesterase activity. Acute functional neurotoxicity in the absence of cytotoxicity was defined as total collapse of spontaneous activity. All of the compounds were characterized as mixed inhibitors of AChE, with K(i)'s in the 10(-7)-10(-6) M range. The neuronal network assays revealed high repeatability for each compound, but surprisingly diverse effects among these closely related compounds. Six of the seven compounds produced changes in network activity at concentrations of 10-350 microM. Three of the compounds were excitatory, two were biphasic (excitatory at lower concentrations, inhibitory at higher), and one was solely inhibitory. Two of the inhibitory compounds produced irreversible inhibition of activity. Responses of cortical cultures to eserine were compared to the effects produced by the test compounds, with only one of seven providing a close match to the eserine profile. Matching of response patterns allows the classification of new drugs according to their response similarity to well-characterized agents. Spontaneously active neuronal networks reflect the interactions of multiple neurotransmitter and receptor systems, and can reveal unexpected side effects due to secondary binding. Utilizing such networks holds the promise of greater research efficiency through a more rapid recognition of physiological tissue responses.